
WORK ON IT™



WD-40 will donate 10% of proceeds to 
organizations supporting relief efforts 
for 5 different crises. Customers will 
choose which group to support based 
on the can they purchase. 

Every can will come with a book 
listing uses for WD-40 with each 
section highlighting a cause we 
are working to help.

Work on it, together.



USE #002

USE #001

cleans 
garden tools

cleans 
lime stains



USE #003

cleans
outdoor furniture

USE #004

cleans
metal railings



USE #005

cleans
piano keys

USE #006

cleans 
bike chain



USE #007

cleans 
flower pots

USE #008

cleans 
PVC valves



USE #009

cleans 
horseshoes

USE #010

cleans 
shoe soles



USE #011

cleans
tarnished jewelry

USE #012

cleans overhead 
projectors



USE #013

cleans 
old keys

USE #014

cleans chain 
link fences



USE #015

cleans
utility knives

USE #016

cleans
pet cages



USE #017

cleans dried  
food from stove

USE #018

cleans 
fireplace soot



USE #019

cleans old 
mascara brushes 

USE #020

cleans 
old coins



WD-40 works to clean soiled 
objects. WaterAid works 
to clean water sources for 
hydration and hygiene 
around the world.

Work on it, together.

supports WaterAid



USE #021

loosens 
nuts and screws

USE #022

loosens
stuck drawers



USE #023

loosens
sliding doors

USE #024

loosens 
tire jacks



USE #025

loosens
motorcycle chains

USE #026

loosens 
hydraulic lifts



USE #027

loosens propane
tank handles

USE #028

loosens car
battery bolts



USE #029

loosens
gas caps

USE #030

loosens
vice grips



USE #031

loosens 
gate hinges

USE #032

loosens
tape measures



USE #033

loosens locks

USE #034

loosens vending
machine coils



USE #035

loosens 
ladder hinges

USE #036

loosens
RC car gears



USE #037

loosens garage
door runners

USE #038

loosens zippers



USE #039

loosens
jar lids

USE #040

loosens
skateboard trucks



supports NCCP

WD-40 works to loosen stuck 
items. The National Center for 
Children in Poverty works to 
loosen the hold of generational 
poverty on American youth.

Work on it, together.



USE #041

removes rust
from tools

USE #042

removes crayon
from walls



USE #043

removes tape 
marks from walls

USE #044

removes gum
from hair



USE #045

removes
dried toothpaste

USE #046

removes makeup
from fabric



USE #047

removes car
bumper scuffs

USE #048

removes ink
from hands



USE #049

removes 
window tint

USE #050

removes residue
from hair curler



USE #051

removes tar 
from car parts

USE #052

removes oil stains 
from concrete



USE #053

removes printer
toner stains

USE #054

removes oxidation 
from boats



USE #055

removes grass
stains from shoes

USE #056

removes
stuck rings



USE #057

removes coffee
stains from mugs

USE #058

removes cat 
litter from shoes



USE #059

removes bird
poop from cars

USE #060

removes glue
from fabric



supports World Literacy Foundation

WD-40 works to remove 
unwanted substances. The 
World Literacy Foundation 
works to remove the unwanted 
obstacles preventing people 
from achieving their full 
academic potential.

Work on it, together.



USE #061

protects
ivory and bone

USE #062

protects tools 
from corrosion



USE #063

protects 
necklace pendants

USE #064

protects
combination locks



USE #065

protects
archaeological tools

USE #066

protects 
windshield wipers



USE #067

protects metal
water meters

USE #068

protects
drywall tools



USE #069

protects 
engine coils

USE #070

protects lawn 
mower blades



USE #071

protects
leather gloves

USE #072

protects metal
filing tools



USE #073

protects rubber
sealed tools

USE #074

protects
chainsaw blades



USE #075

protects paint
brush bristles

USE #076

protects 
grave markers



USE #077

protects 
ammunition cases

USE #078

protects 
baseball mitts



USE #079

protects
leather furniture

USE #080

protects 
wood finish



supports Equality Now

WD-40 works to protect 
household belongings. 
Equality Now works to 
protect women in need of 
support across the nation.

Work on it, together.



USE #081

silences 
squeaky doors

USE #082

silences 
squeaky chairs



USE #083

silences 
squeaky wheels

USE #084

silences
squeaky cabinets



USE #085

silences squeaky
clutch pedals

USE #086

silences squeaky 
ski boots



USE #087

silences squeaky
roller blades

USE #088

silences squeaky
engine belts



USE #089

silences
squeaky dollies

USE #090

silences
squeaky stilts



USE #091

silences squeaky
revolving doors

USE #092

silences squeaky 
shopping carts



USE #093

silences squeaky 
cash registers

USE #094

silences squeaky
bike seats



USE #095

silences squeaky 
rocking chairs

USE #096

silences squeaky 
recliner levers



USE #097

silences squeaky
rolling carts

USE #098

silences
squeaky cribs



USE #099

silences
squeaky crutches

USE #100

silences squeaky
record players



WD-40 works to silence 
squeaky objects. The 
National Alliance on Mental 
Illness works to silence 
the stigma surrounding 
mental health issues.

Work on it, together.

supports NAMI




